










Bees Beekeeping and Stings

Many of you will have read about the great increase in recent years of people suffer-
ing from the effects of allergies of one sort and another, many very real and some
psychosomatic or imagined.

As beekeepers we expose ourselves voluntarily and with fairly high frequency to a
particular form of allergy, that arising from exposure to bee venom, from stings.
On the bright side it always surprises me when I talk to fairly new members who tell
me with glee that they have just had their first sting, as if it was some sort of rite of
passage. The surprise comes from asking them how long it has taken for this to
happen, in some cases a complete season or more after they have started.
Some proudly say that they have never been stung.
The problem is that until you have had one, or several stings, or alternatively sever-
al thousand, you have no idea how your body's immune system might react. It sur-
prised me to read an article in the BBKA newsletter in January, which probably origi-
nated in one of the specialist journals dealing with allergic reactions, that over 4000
people in the UK were treated last year for the most extreme sort of reaction, called
anaphylactic shock, arising just from bee and wasp stings alone. There don't seem
to be separate statistics for how many of these were beekeepers but I suspect quite
a few were. Left untreated a person affected in this way has a substantial risk of
serious harm or even dying.

On 4 March EBKA is organising a Special Symposium on behalf of Sussex
Beekeepers Association which will be held at Herstmonceux Village Hall and will be
looking at these issues and how they might affect us as beekeepers.
We hope also to have time to give some thought about how to deal with the situa-
tion if your bees change from being docile to being aggressive where obviously the
risks of being stung increase.
Full information will appear about the meeting elsewhere in the newsletter and I
hope that as many as possible of you will come along, not only to learn about how
to recognise the symptoms if a sting has triggered off such a reaction but more
importantly to know what to do, particularly if it is someone else nearby who is
affected rather than yourself.
Those of you, like me, who have had very many stings because we have been keep-
ing bees for decades, are not without risk of it happening one day.
I have calculated that I have probably had something over three or maybe four
thousand stings since I started. I haven't been counting but I suspect it must be
somewhere near that.
So I shall certainly be interested in finding out from the experts  whether that gives
me some sort of special immunity or whether in fact at some point my body will say
' enough is enough' and I find myself a victim.
I remind myself that hardly a year goes by without an expert lion tamer or crocodile
handler dying in the course of his or her activities, usually because they became
complacent or just through bad luck.
Obviously bees are not lions but anaphylactic shock is a killer. Quite possibly, more
beekeepers than expert lion tamers die, or are seriously harmed, each year as a
result of it.
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